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Abstract
The mathematical problem discussed is important for generating test cases in order to debug
&oating point adders designs.
Floating point numbers are assumed to be written as strings of {0; 1} bits, in a format com-
patible with IEEE standard 754. A mask is a string of characters, composed of {‘0’, ‘1’, ‘x’}.
A number and a mask are compatible if they have the same length and each numerical character
of the mask (‘0’ or ‘1’) is equal, numerically, to the bit of the number, in the same position.
The problem discussed is: Given masks Ma, Mb, Mc, of identical lengths, generate three &oating
point numbers <a, <b, <c, which are compatible with the masks and satisfy <c=round( <a± <b). If there
are many solutions, choose one at random. A fast algorithm is given which solves the problem
for all IEEE &oating point data types and all rounding modes. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
Keywords: Test generation; Floating point
1. Introduction
IEEE compliance to &oating-point hardware in microprocessors has traditionally been
a challenging task to achieve. Many escape bugs, including the infamous Pentium bug,
belong to the &oating-point unit and reveal that the veriBcation process in this area is
still far from being optimal. The ever-growing demand for performance and time-to-
market causes the veriBcation work to become increasingly harder. So does the low
tolerance for bugs on the Bnished product. There are many sources of problem in the
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implementation of the &oating point unit: they range from data problems on sin-
gle instructions to the correct handling of sequences of instructions in which back-
to-back events challenge superscalar implementations. The roots of the complexity
stem both from the interpretation of the speciBcation (architecture) and from the
peculiarities of the implementation (microarchitecture). VeriBcation has traditionally
been targeted through the simulation of test-programs [2,10]. Lately, the area of for-
mal methods has signiBcantly evolved, especially for the &oating-point unit veriBca-
tion [1,4,13,15], but is still far from providing a complete answer to the problem.
Hence, in most environments, the simulation of test cases is still a major compo-
nent of the veriBcation process (e.g. [14]). For this goal, we are developing FPgen,
a &oating-point random test generator which is expected to provide a quasi-optimal
framework for the generation of test cases. The present paper describes a particu-
larly interesting and important algorithm used by FPgen to solve one of its numerous
constraints.
It is clear that there is an enormous, practically illimited number of diJerent cal-
culation cases to test. In practice then, simulation can be done on only a very small
portion of the existing space. The rationale beyond veriBcation by simulation is that
one acquires conBdence on design correctness by running a set of test cases exer-
cising a suKciently large number of diJerent cases, which in some sense are as-
sumed to be a representing sample of the full space. It is inferred that the cor-
rect handling of the tested cases is a testimony for the design correctness on all
the cases. The diKcult question is how to build such a representative set of test
cases. Since both the architecture speciBcation and the microarchitecture implemen-
tation are yielding a myriad of special cases, pure (uniform) random generation of
test cases would be largely ineKcient. As a simple example, it is common that a 0
result on an FADD instruction is exercising a very speciBc part of the design logic
(and thus such a case should be veriBed), while the relative probability to get such
a case randomly is extremely low. Therefore, random test generators [2,6,10] usu-
ally possess some internal testing knowledge (TK) to bias the test generation to-
wards interesting cases. In eJect, this TK is changing the probability distribution
of the test space, making it more adapted to the existing knowledge of the space.
In the Genesys test-generator [2,10], the TK is in the form of C functions (called
generation functions) which can be added incrementally to the tool, even by users
themselves. The problem with this approach is that these generation functions are
very complex to write, requiring deep &oating point (FP) understanding. In prac-
tice, very few have been added. In contrast, as will be brie&y described below, FP-
gen oJers generic TK, requiring no additional eJort when new cases need to be
checked.
How does one know that a certain set of tests is suKcient? This question is related
to the notion of coverage, i.e., to the comprehensiveness of the set related to the
veriBcation target [3,7,9,11]. Usually, coverage models are deBned and the set of tests
should fulBll all the existing tasks. A coverage model is a set of related cases. For
example, a common—albeit far from trivial to fulBll—coverage model is one which
requires to enumerate on all major IEEE FP types simultaneously for all operands
of all FP instructions. For a given instruction with three operands, say ADD, this
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potentially yields a thousand (103) of cases to cover, assuming 10 major FP types
(±NaNs, ±InBnity, ±Zero, ±Denormal, ±Normal). This model can be further reBned
by adding more FP types, such as Minimum and Maximum denormals, etc. Obviously,
not all cases are possible (for example, the addition of 2 positive denormal numbers
cannot reach inBnity), so that the actual number of cases is in fact lower than the
size of the cartesian product. A coverage model, or the set of all coverage models, is
really an attempt to partition the set of all the calculation cases in such a way that the
probability distribution should be similar for all subsets. Again, as will be explained
below, FPgen oJers what is called Coverage by generation, or in other words, it takes
as an input the request of a coverage model, and outputs the set of tests covering
it.
The following paragraph oJers a high level description of FPgen. More detailed in-
formation appears in a dedicated paper to be published in the near future. FPgen is
an automatic test generator which gets as input the description of a coverage model,
and outputs a set of tests covering the model. A coverage model will be deBned by
specifying a set of diJerent constraints to be fulBlled, each constraint corresponding to
a particular task targeted by the coverage model. More precisely, a coverage model will
have the form of a sequence of FP instructions, with sets of constraints on the input,
intermediate result(s) and result operands of the participating instructions. Covering the
model translates then to provide a set of tests which, on one hand, display the instruc-
tion sequence, and on the other hand possess the following property: each constraint
is satisBed by at least one test of the set. In eJect, FPgen will generate exactly one
test for each constraint. The general outlook of a single instruction constraint is of the
following form:
FPinst (Op1 in Pattern1) (Op2 in Pattern2) (IntRes in Pattern3) (Res in Pattern4)
where FPinst is a generic &oating point instruction with 2 input operands (Op1 and
Op2), 1 intermediate result (IntRes), and a result (Res). The case of 2 operands and
a single intermediate result is used here for simplicity of notation, but of course gen-
eralization to any number of such parameters is immediate. A Pattern is a construct
representing a logical OR among sets of FP numbers. The sets serve as constraints
deBning (in fact limiting) the allowable FP numbers for each term of the outlook.
Pattern have the general following form:
Pattern = Set1 OR Set2 OR : : :OR SetN:
where each Set is a set of FP numbers. Each task of the coverage model corresponds
to a speciBc selection of Set for each Pattern. Covering the task reduces then to select
a data tuple where each individual data belongs to the corresponding selected Set.
Thus, the number of diJerent tasks engendered by such a single instruction is the
multiplication of the number of Sets for each participating Pattern. The number of
tasks for a sequence is obtained by multiplying the number of tasks of each individual
instruction.
The diJerent ways to deBne sets of FP numbers serve to conveniently translate
typical constraints emanating from veriBcation plan’s tasks. They constitute therefore
a cornerstone of the tool.
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• Ranges and masks. Separate range constraints should be possible on the Exponent
and Mantissa. A mask is represented by a FP number where some bits are X (do
not cares) while the others are regular 0’s and 1’s.
• The ability to specify the number of bits equal to 1 within any given Beld of the
FP number. Exact, MIN and MAX should be given (for example: at least 1 bit set
in bits 61–63).
• Ability to specify length of continuous stream of 1’s or 0’s. As before, Exact, MIN
and MAX should be given for any Beld without overlap between Belds, and without
crossing the mantissa-exponent border. For example, a number with a continuous
stream of at least 45 1’s in its mantissa.
• Specifying a Set for which the selected value should be a function of the value
selected for another operand (usage of symbol). As a start, + and − are suKcient.
These operations have to be understood as distance in term of representable numbers.
The symbols must be enabled on any Beld of the number. (Example: exponent at a
distance of at most 2 from the exponent selected for previous operand.)
• Sets operations (intersection, union, complement, of same and diJerent Set types).
No Set operation can be done for Sets deBned with symbols. For practical reasons,
there will be a limitation to the number of Set operations per constraint.
The ultimate goal of FPgen is to be &oating-point generic, and thus applicable to
any &oating point architecture. Reasonably, its Brst goal will be to support the IEEE
standard arithmetic and to limit its genericity to include therein all the allowed FP
format sizes (i.e., 32, 64, 80, 128).
In general, any architecture resource which might in&uence FP instruction’s re-
sults should be controllable. For IEEE standard architecture, this bounds to Round-
ing Modes and Enabled Flags, and they will therefore be settable (0,1,X) from
FPgen.
The central engine of FPgen solves constraints emanating from set restrictions on
instruction operands. Given a restriction, FPgen is tuned to seek for a random instance
solving it, one which is uniformly distributed among the set of all solutions. This is
the theoretic goal, but the complexity involved is sometimes overwhelming, especially
for complex or multiple restrictions. In such cases, FPgen at least ensures that each
solution has a reasonable probability to be selected. As described above, constraints
can be given on the input operands, output operands or even on both types simul-
taneously. It should be clear that there is a signiBcant leap in complexity involved
in solving constraints on output operands. Indeed, in contrast to the input operands
case, the constraint on output operands includes the instruction semantics. However,
even output constraints are usually solvable analytically in reasonable time complexity.
Constraint restrictions start to become largely intractable when simultaneous constraints
are requested on both input and output operands. For example, it is largely unclear how
to Bnd an instance in which the result of a MUL instruction has at least 45 bits set
in its mantissa and the inputs are restricted by speciBc ranges or masks. Such a case
might seem artiBcial, but it is often the case that cases such as this one are important
to check due to speciBc implementation methods. Moreover, during the implementa-
tion itself, it is sometimes important to explore whether some cases are possible at
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all (FPgen also informs when no solution exists). Knowing that some cases can be
neglected can be critical to be able to optimize the microarchitecture. In fact, in many
cases, it can be shown that the constraint problem is NP-Hard. Thus, FPgen’s approach
for these problems is heuristic, mixing probabilistic, search space and semi-analytic
algorithms. However, some important cases of simultaneous constraints are solvable
analytically. For example, range constraints or mask constraints on all operands for the
FP ADD instruction. In this paper, we will present the algorithm for the simultane-
ous Mask constraints, i.e., a Mask constraint on both input operand and on the output
one for FADD. The algorithm for solving simultaneous Range constraints for FP ADD,
which is—somewhat unexpectedly—far from trivial, will be the subject of an additional
paper.
Masks are important means to deBne sets of FP numbers. First, at the architecture
level, they enable to deBne all the IEEE generic types of FP: Normals, Denormals,
InBnities, Zeroes, NaNs, etc. Thus, the “all types” coverage model deBned above is
expressible through masks. Second, it is common that implementations treat some bit,
or set of bits, in a particular manner, and masks are the natural means to bias towards
numbers where those are controlled while the others are random. Moreover, the im-
portance of the algorithm described in this paper goes beyond the speciBc importance
of the mask construct for set restrictions. Indeed, as it will become apparent during
the explanation of the algorithm below, the genericness of the solution allows one to
control (via a mask) the stream of carry bits occurring during the addition. Exercising
an adder through diJerent carry conBgurations usually constitutes an important part of
its veriBcation.
In Section 2 the main problem, which is the subject of this article is deBned.
Section 3 outlines an algorithm, that solves the main problem. The discussion in-
cludes deBnitions of several, auxiliary generators and description of their use, by the
main generators. Sections 4–7 analyze and describe algorithms for the various auxiliary
generators deBned in Section 3. Only the main auxiliary generator, the Bxed point gen-
erator, is discussed in detail. The other generators are discussed brie&y. More details
are included in the technical report [16].
2. Description of the problem
Before going into details we present a simple example which demonstrates the
problem to a reader familiar with the IEEE standard 754. Consider a hypothetical
binary &oating point format of eight bits, whose structure is, seee22. Namely, it in-
cludes one bit for a sign, three bits for a biased exponent and four bits for a frac-
tion. In analogy with the IEEE formats single and double, its signiBcand has Bve
bits, Emin =−2; Emax = bias=3. Given three masks Ma=0100x101, Mb=001x1011,
Mc =010xx10x we look for three &oating point numbers <a, <b, <c, compatible with the
masks, respectively, such that <c= round( <a+ <b). Assuming that round stands for round
to nearest=even, the following is a possible solution, <a=01000101, <b=00101011,
<c=01001100. We proceed with more details.
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2.1. The set of machine numbers
Our problem is considered here in the framework of IEEE standard 754 computer
arithmetic (see [8,12]). This is a binary &oating point system. We assume that three in-
tegral constants are given, Emin, Emax, p. The machine numbers are those representable
in the form v=(−1)s× 2E × b0:b1b2 · · · bp−1, where s∈{0; 1} represents the sign of v,
E, the exponent of v, is an integer satisfying Emin6E6Emax, bi ∈{0; 1} and p is the
precision of the &oating point system. All machine numbers, v, that satisfy |v|¿2Emin
are assumed to be normalized (i.e., with b0 = 1). Those machine numbers which are
smaller, in magnitude, than 2Emin (including zero) have E=Emin and are denormalized
(i.e., have b0 = 0). Thus, each machine number has a unique representation (Note that
the IEEE standard 754 requires the same uniqueness for its single and double formats
but not for its extended formats.)
2.2. Binary representations of machine numbers and the mask constraint
We assume throughout that numbers are represented as strings of binary bits. This is
true for Bxed point numbers as well as for &oating point numbers. A mask, related to
a number, is assumed to be a string of characters, of the same length as the number,
all of whose characters are in the set {0; 1; x}. A number and a mask are compatible
if they are of the same length, numerical mask characters (‘0’ or ‘1’) are equal to the
corresponding bits of the number and an ‘x’ in the mask leaves the corresponding bit
undetermined.
Each ‘1’ character of the mask corresponds to a ‘1’ character of the number and
each ‘0’ character of the mask corresponds to a ‘0’ character of the number. Thus, a
‘1’ or a ‘0’ character of the mask determines uniquely the corresponding character of
the number. An ‘x’ character in the mask leaves the corresponding character of the
number undetermined.
We may constrain a number by assuming that it is compatible with a given mask.
For our purposes it is not convenient to represent a machine number by a single
string of bits. It is preferable to split such a representation into three strings:
Sign: A string of one bit, which is “0” for a ‘+’ and “1” for a ‘−’. We denote its
numerical value by s (s=0 or 1).
Biased exponent: A string of w bits. Interpreting it to be a binary integer we denote
its numerical value by e (06e62w − 1). Generalizing from the single and double
formats of the IEEE standard 754 we take Emin = 2− 2w−1, Emax = bias=2w−1 − 1.
Signi6cand: A string of p bits, b0b1b2 · · · bp−1. Unlike the single and double formats
of IEEE standard 754 we include b0 explicitly in the string. Interpreting the string as a
binary number, with the binary point placed between b0 and b1, we get the numerical
value of the signiBcand, S (06S62− 21−p).
The value, v, which corresponds to such a triplet of bit strings is given by
(i) If e=2w − 1 and S 
=1, then v is NaN regardless of s.
(ii) If e=2w − 1 and S =1, then v=(−1)s×∞ (inBnity).
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(iii) If 0¡e¡2w − 1 and S¿1, then v=(−1)s× 2e−bias× S (normalized numbers).
(iv) If e=0 and S¡1 then v=(−1)s× 2Emin × S (denormalized numbers and zeroes).
2.3. The mask–mask–mask test generation problem for 7oating point numbers
The test generation problem which interests us is the following: Given masks for
three machine numbers, generate machine numbers, <a, <b, <c, which are compatible
with the masks and satisfy <c= round( <a ± <b). This problem may be split into two
sub-problems, which may be solved by two generators of machine numbers,
respectively:
Floating point generator for addition: Given six masks, for biased exponents and for
signiBcands, Mea, MSa, Meb, MSb, Mec, MSc, the generator either generates three non-
negative machine numbers, <a, <b, <c, whose biased exponents and whose signiBcands are
compatible with the corresponding masks and satisfy, <c= round( <a+ <b), or states that
there is no solution.
Floating point generator for subtraction: Given six masks, for biased exponents
and for signiBcands, Mea, MSa, Meb, MSb, Mec, MSc, the generator either generates three
non-negative machine numbers, <a, <b, <c, whose biased exponents and whose signiBcands
are compatible with the corresponding masks and satisfy, <c= round( <a − <b), or states
that there is no solution.
We are interested in these problems for
round ∈ {down; up; toward zero; to nearest=even}:
Actually, since we assumed that the three machine numbers are positive, we may omit,
with no loss of generality, the round toward zero mode.
In case there exist more than one solution, a generator chooses one of them at ran-
dom. Multiple invokations of the generator, are supposed to make independent random
choices. So, repetitions of solutions might occur, although they are rare, in case there
exists a large number of possible solutions. A generator is expected to be fair in the
sense that no existing solution to the problem it faces is excluded by its method of
operation.
3. Outlines of the method of solution
As was stated earlier, the problem of generating &oating point numbers, satisfy-
ing <c= round( <a± <b), may be divided into two cases. Addition of non-negative numbers
and subtraction of non-negative numbers.
Let us consider Brst the addition case. Namely, let <c= round( <a+ <b), where <a, <b, <c
are non-negative machine numbers. We denote qa= ec−ea, qb= ec−eb, where ea, eb, ec
are the biased exponents. It is not diKcult to see that qa, qb are non-negative integers,
one of which is 0 or 1. Let us denote also Qa=Ec − Ea, Qb=Ec − Eb, where Ea,
Eb, Ec are the unbiased exponents. It is easy to see that Qa, Qb are also non-negative
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integers, one of which is 0 or 1. Usually Qa= qa, Qb= qb but this is not always so.
Actually there are Bve cases:
(i) ea¿0, eb¿0, ec¿0: Qa= qa, Qb= qb,
(ii) ea=0, eb¿0, ec¿0: Qa= qa − 1, Qb= qb,
(iii) ea¿0, eb=0, ec¿0: Qa= qa, Qb= qb − 1,
(iv) ea=0, eb=0, ec¿0: Qa= qa − 1, Qb= qb − 1,
(v) ea=0, eb=0, ec =0: Qa= qa, Qb= qb.
A similar analysis may be performed for the subtraction case. The outcome is very
similar: With <c= round( <a− <b) we have qb= ea−eb, qc = ea−ec, Qb=Ea−Eb, Qc =Ea−
Ec, one of qb, qc is 0 or 1, one of Qb, Qc is 0 or 1. Also, Qb is either qb or qb − 1
and Qc is either qc or qc − 1.
3.1. Structure of the algorithm
The idea is to start the generation of machine numbers by choosing values for qa, qb,
Qa, Qb (or qb, qc, Qb, Qc, in the case of subtraction). Having known values for these
numbers we may produce the biased exponents and the signiBcands, independently, by
invoking numbers generators such as those deBned below (outlines of algorithms for
such generators are described later).
Biased exponents generator I: Given the two non-negative integers q1, q2, with
q1 ∈{0; 1}, and three masks of length w, M1, M2, M3, for the biased exponents, the
biased exponents generator I either generates three biased exponents e1, e2, e3, which
are compatible with the masks, respectively, and satisfy e3 = e1 +q1 = e2 +q2, or states
that no solution exists.
Biased exponents generator II: Given the two non-negative integers q1, q, with
q1 ∈{0; 1}, and three masks of length w, M1, M2, M3, for the biased exponents, the
biased exponents generator II either generates an integer q2 and three biased exponents
e1, e2, e3, which are compatible with the masks, respectively, and satisfy e3 = e1 +
q1 = e2 + q2, q2¿q, or states that no solution exists.
Signi6cands generator for addition: Given two non-negative integers, Qa, Qb, one
of which is 0 or 1, and three masks, of length p, for the signiBcands, MSa, MSb, MSc,
and a rounding mode, round∈{down; up; to nearest=even}, the signiBcands generator
either generates three signiBcands Sa, Sb, Sc, which are compatible with the masks,
respectively, and satisfy Sc = round(2−QaSa+2−QbSb), or states that no solution exists.
Signi6cands generator for subtraction: Given two non-negative integers, Qb, Qc, one
of which is 0 or 1, and three masks, of length p, for the signiBcands, MSa, MSb, MSc,
and a rounding mode, round∈{down; up; to nearest=even}, the signiBcands generator
either generates three signiBcands Sa, Sb, Sc, which are compatible with the masks,
respectively, and satisfy 2−QcSc = round(Sa−2−QbSb), or states that no solution exists.
The pair qa, qb, in the addition case, and the pair qb, qc, in the subtraction case, are
each, one of a list of possible pairs, similar to the list given in Table 1 (we do not
specify the exact value of q in the table. A value close to p is convenient). Such a list
includes about 4p pairs. An outline of an algorithm, for the addition (or subtraction)
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Table 1
Pairs qa, qb
qa 0 0 1 1 0 0 · · · 0 0 1 1 · · · 1
qb 0 1 0 1 2 3 · · · q ¿q 2 3 · · · q
qa 1 2 3 · · · q ¿q 2 3 · · · q ¿q
qb ¿q 0 0 · · · 0 0 1 1 · · · 1 1
case would be:
(i) Choose one pair qa, qb (or qb, qc) out of the list, at random. If, however, the list
is empty, state that there is no solution and stop.
(ii) Use the exponents masks and one of the biased exponents generators to produce
ea, eb, ec.
(iii) If the exponents generator states that there is no solution, erase the pair qa, qb (or
qb, qc) from the list and go back to step i. Else, compute Qa, Qb (or Qb, Qc) and
use the signiBcands masks and the appropriate signiBcands generator to produce
Sa, Sb, Sc.
(iv) If the signiBcands generator states that no solution exists, erase the pair qa, qb (or
qb, qc) from the list and go back to step i. Else, return ea, eb, ec, Sa, Sb, Sc and
stop.
3.2. The need for a 6xed point generator and its de6nition
In order to understand the general idea behind the signiBcands generator, note that,
since Qa, Qb (or Qb, Qc) are known to this generator, it is possible to shift the
signiBcands until they are properly aligned and then add (or subtract) them the way
Bxed point numbers are added (or subtracted). We need, then, to have a Bxed point
generator.
Before we specify the exact function of this generator let us examine the process of
adding two positive, binary integers, x + y= z: We start by adding the rightmost bits
of x and y. If the sum is ¡2 then it is equal to the rightmost bit of z and there is
no carry. If not, there is a carry of 1. Next we add the carry and the two following
bits of x; y. If the sum is ¡2 we have no carry. If not, we have a carry of 1. And so
on. Thus, during the process, a sequence of carries, each of which is either 0 or 1, is
generated.
If the values of the bits of the summands’ are (left to right) xm= i, ym= j (m=0; 1;
: : : ; N − 1) and those of the sum are zm= k, then we have the relations: i + j +
Cm+1 = k + 2Cm, (m=0; 1; : : : ; N − 1) where Cm is the carry sequence. We always
have i; j; k ∈{0; 1}. Usually we have also Cm ∈{0; 1}. However, a rounding up pro-
cess may add an additional 1 to the carry and produce an eJective carry of 2
(see Section 5 below). For this reason it is convenient to assume that Cm ∈{0; 1; 2}.
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Table 2
Mask combination numbers
MCN 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
i n n n n x x x x
j n n x x n n x x
k n x n x n x n x
Note that C0 and CN are boundary values which, usually, have both the value zero.
However, we need a slightly more general generator, so we allow C0 
=0,
CN 
=0
The input to the Bxed point generator includes masks of length N : Mx, My, Mz, of the
form described earlier, for the numbers x; y; z. It includes also a mask, MC , of length
N + 1, which corresponds to the sequence of carries. This last mask is composed of
the characters ‘0’, ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘x’, where ‘0’, ‘1’, ‘2’ determine the corresponding values
of the carry and an ‘x’ leaves the corresponding carry undetermined. We may now
state the function of the Bxed point generator as follows:
Fixed point generator: Given three masks of length N , for binary numbers, Mx,
My, Mz, and one mask, MC , of length N + 1, for a corresponding carry sequence,
the Bxed point generator either generates three binary numbers x; y; z and a carry se-
quence which are compatible with their masks, respectively, or states that no solution
exists.
4. Analysis of the xed point generator problem
4.1. Mask combination numbers and case numbers
The basic relations which control the construction of the sequences xm= i, ym= j,
zm= k, (m=0; 1; : : : ; N−1) and Cm, (m=0; 1; : : : ; N ) are the condition of compatibility
with the masks and the relations, i + j + Cm+1 = k + 2Cm, (m=0; 1; : : : ; N − 1) where
i; j; k ∈{0; 1} and Cm; Cm+1 ∈{0; 1; 2}. Clearly this set of conditions might be self con-
tradictory. Such contradictions should be identiBed by the generator which should state,
if they exist, that there is no solution.
Given an index m, each of the bits i; j; k corresponds to a character in the appropriate
mask. This character may be either an ‘x’ or a number (‘0’ or ‘1’). With such a
classiBcation of the characters of the mask each triplet of masks elements is one of
eight possible types of triplets. Each of the eight types of triplets may be assigned
a number, which we denote by mask combination number (MCN). The numbers are
given in Table 2. In this table n means a number character in the mask and x means
an ‘x’ character in the mask.
The main idea in solving the Bxed point generator problem is to construct Brst the
sequence Cm and only later construct the bits of x; y; z.
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Given the masks Mx, My, Mz and a numerical value for the index, m, we have
an MCN value and the numerical values of some of the variables i; j; k. In view of
this fact, for MCN=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 we have suKcient information to compute,
respectively, a Case Number CN= i + j − k, i + j, i − k, i, j − k, j, −k. Let us list
the pairs (Cm; Cm+1) which are possible for each MCN, CN pair:
– MCN=0, CN= i + j − k
CN=−1: (0; 1)
CN= 0: (0; 0); (1; 2)
CN= 1: (1; 1)
CN= 2: (1; 0); (2; 2)
– MCN=1, CN= i + j
CN= 0: (0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 2)
CN= 1: (0; 0); (1; 1); (1; 2)
CN= 2: (1; 0); (1; 1); (2; 2)
– MCN=2, CN= i − k or MCN=4, CN= j − k
CN=−1: (0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 2)
CN= 0: (0; 0); (1; 1); (1; 2)
CN= 1: (1; 0); (1; 1); (2; 2)
– MCN=3, CN= i or MCN=5, CN= j
CN= 0: (0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 1); (1; 2)
CN= 1: (0; 0); (1; 0); (1; 1); (1; 2); (2; 2)
– MCN=6, CN=−k
CN=−1: (0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 1); (1; 2)
CN= 0: (0; 0); (1; 0); (1; 1); (1; 2); (2; 2)
– MCN=7, CN=0
CN= 0: (0; 0); (1; 0); (0; 1); (1; 1); (1; 2); (2; 2)
This list is exhaustive in the sense that for each pair of MCN, CN values it includes all
of the possible pairs (Cm; Cm+1). It is a basis for the construction of a feasible sequence
Cm, (m=0; 1; : : : ; N ). By feasible we mean such a sequence, Cm, compatible with MC ,
for which there exists at least one triplet of corresponding numbers x; y; z, compatible
with Mx;My;Mz, respectively. Since the list is exhaustive it will enable us to construct
potentially every feasible sequence Cm which then will be used to construct potentially
every solving triplet x; y; z.
4.2. Preliminary list of n-values
It is possible to draw some useful conclusions from the list. First we note that if,
for some index m∈{0; : : : ; N − 1}, we have Cm=2 then it is necessary that Cm+1 =2
too, and if we have Cm+1 =2 then it is necessary that Cm 
=0 (i.e., Cm ∈{1; 2}). This
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implies that one of the following is true:
(i) There exists a boundary index n∈{1; : : : ; N} such that Cm=2 for all m¿n, Cm=1
for m= n− 1 and Cm ∈{0; 1} for all m¡n.
(ii) All of the carries are 2 (we set n=0 in this case).
(iii) All of the carries are in {0; 1} (we set n=N + 1 in this case).
A feasible n∈{0; 1; : : : ; N + 1} is generally not unique and there might exist several
possible values for it. We would like to construct a list of n-values which includes
all of the values of n that correspond to solutions and no other values of n. Clearly,
for all n6m¡N we must have Cm=Cm+1 =2. So, looking in the list of carry pairs
we Bnd that for all such m the pair (MCN,CN) must be one of: (0; 2), (1; 2), (2; 1),
(3; 1), (4; 1), (5; 1), (6; 0), (7; 0). Since Cn−1 = 1, Cn=2 for n∈{1; : : : ; N} we infer,
from the list, for such n, that it is necessary for m= n− 1 that the pair (MCN,CN) is
one of: (0; 0), (1; 
=2), (2; 
=1), (3; x), (4; 
=1), (5; x), (6; x), (7; x), where 
=1 means
CN 
=1, 
=2 means CN 
=2 and x means that CN might have any value. Additional
restrictions on n are imposed by the mask MC . It is necessary that Cn−1; Cn; : : : ; CN
are all compatible with this mask.
Given the masks, this discussion enables one to construct a preliminary list of pos-
sible values of n. As we shall see below, this list is often too large and some of its
terms must be erased.
4.3. Given n, look for contradictions and construct a feasible sequence of carries
Let us discuss now the completion of the sequence Cm, given a value for n, by set-
ting values to C0; C1; : : : ; Cn−2. These missing values of carries must all be in {0; 1}.
Hence, we may take the above list of pairs, (Cm; Cm+1), and erase from it all of
the pairs which include 2. The remaining list, which is relevant to the construction
of the missing carries, may be replaced by the following equivalent list of inference
rules:
– MCN=0, CN= i + j − k
CN=−1: Cm=0, Cm+1 =1
CN= 0: Cm=Cm+1 =0
CN= 1: Cm=Cm+1 =1
CN= 2: Cm=1, Cm+1 =0
– MCN=1, CN= i + j
CN= 0: Cm=0
CN= 1: Cm=Cm+1
CN= 2: Cm=1
– MCN=2, CN= i − k or MCN=4, CN= j − k
CN=−1: Cm=0
CN= 0: Cm=Cm+1
CN= 1: Cm=1
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– MCN=3, CN= i or MCN=5, CN= j
CN= 0: Cm=1⇒Cm+1 =1
Cm+1 =0⇒Cm=0
CN= 1: Cm=0⇒Cm+1 =0
Cm+1 =1⇒Cm=1
– MCN=6, CN=−k
CN=−1: Cm=1⇒Cm+1 =1
Cm+1 =0⇒Cm=0
CN= 0: Cm=0⇒Cm+1 =0
Cm+1 =1⇒Cm=1
– MCN=7, CN=0
CN= 0: No restrictions
Like the list of pairs from which it was derived, this set of rules is exhaustive in
the sense that each feasible sequence C0; : : : ; Cn−1, of {0; 1} terms, must be compat-
ible with it and each such sequence, which is compatible with it and with MC , is
feasible.
Let us discuss now the problem of setting values to the carries C0; : : : ; Cn−1. Their
values are constrained by the mask MC and by the inference rules, listed above. In
addition we know that Cn−1 = 1 if n∈{1; 2; : : : ; N}. The mask MC uniquely deBnes
those terms of Cm which correspond to non ‘x’ characters (Note, though, that a ‘2’
character in MC is permitted only for m¿n. Otherwise n should be erased from the
list of n-values). The set of inference rules may be divided into three (not disjoint)
groups:
(i) Assignment rules: e.g. Cm=Cm+1 =0 or Cm=1, etc.
(ii) Right continuation rules: e.g. Cm=1⇒Cm+1 =1 or Cm=Cm+1, etc.
(iii) Left continuation rules: e.g. Cm+1 =0⇒Cm=0 or Cm=Cm+1, etc.
Applying Brst only the assignment rules we may assign values to some of the carry
terms. One should be aware of the fact that we described here several ways to deduce a
deBnite value for a Cm (mask, assignment rules, Cn−1 = 1). It may happen that we run
into some contradictions. So, each time we deduce a deBnite value for a given Cm we
must check whether it was assigned a diJerent value earlier. Clearly, a contradiction
means that n should be erased from the list of n-values.
Suppose that all of the methods, described above, to deduce a deBnite value for
a Cm, were used and no contradiction was found. Some of the deBned carries may
be neighbors (like Cm, Cm+1). For each such pair of neighbors we must Bnd the
MCN and CN, which correspond to the index m, and test for a contradiction by the
corresponding inference rule. Finding a contradiction means that we must erase n from
the n-values list. If all of the pairs of neighbors were tested and no contradiction
was found we apply the continuation rules, one at a time. This process will create
chains of consecutive deBned carries, separated by chains of consecutive (yet) undeBned
carries. As the process continues the chains of undeBned carries shrink and it might
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happen that one of them disappears completely. Namely, the right end of one chain of
deBned carries becomes a neighbor of the left end of the following chain of deBned
carries. Such neighbors must be tested for contradiction by the inference rules. If any
contradiction is found then n should be erased from the list of n-values. If the process
ends and cannot be continued any further and no contradiction was found, then either
all of the carries are deBned and we have a complete, feasible, sequence of carries,
or some chains of undeBned carries were left over. In the last case we shall see, that
a point was reached, where no more contradictions are expected. Actually we may
choose one end of an undeBned carries chain and choose for it a value of either
0 or 1, at random. No contradiction can arise from this operation, because, as was
mentioned above, the set of inference rules is exhaustive. The new carry becomes a
left or a right end of a chain of deBned carries. We try to apply continuation rules
to this new end, again and again, until the end of the chain meets an end of another
chain or until no further continuation rule can be applied, and then we choose again
an undeBned carry at random. This process is repeated until all of the carries are
assigned deBnite values. Note that if the new end meets another chain of deBned
carries, namely, if the new end becomes a neighbor of another end there cannot arise
a contradiction because the other end could not be continued at an earlier stage and
this means that its new neighbor may have the value 1 or the value 0 without causing
any contradiction.
As was mentioned above, if any contradiction was found then the value of n must
be erased from the list of n-values. If we get contradictions for all values of n, i.e., if,
at the end, the list of n-values is empty then the Bxed point generator must state that
there exists no solution and stop.
This process enables one to discover whether no feasible sequence of carries exists
and to produce, in potential, every feasible sequence of carries, otherwise. If we have a
feasible sequence of carries we can use it to construct every triplet of solving numbers
x; y; z, as described below.
4.4. Construction of the numbers, given a feasible carry sequence
We assume that the whole sequence Cm is known and that it is feasible. For each
value of m∈{0; 1; : : : ; N−1} we have, then, numerical values for Cm, Cm+1, MCN, CN
and some of the variables i; j; k and we may write the equation i+ j+Cm+1 = k+2Cm.
Transferring to the right-hand side, of this equation, all of the known variables we
get an equation of the type "=RHS where the right-hand side, RHS, is of a known
numerical value and " is an expression which depends on those of the variables i; j; k
which are unknown. Actually, it is not diKcult to see that RHS=2Cm − Cm+1−CN
and that " depends on MCN and satisBes, "+CN = i+ j−k. For instance, if MCN=3
then CN= i, "= j− k and the equation is j− k =RHS. If MCN=2 then CN= i− k,
"= j and the equation is j=RHS and so on. We can summarise the equations and all
of their solutions, in all of the possible cases, in the following list:
– MCN=0, " is an empty expression
RHS= 0: i; j; k are all known
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– MCN=1, "=−k
RHS=−1 or 0: k =−RHS
– MCN=2, "= j
RHS= 0 or 1: j=RHS
– MCN=3, "= j − k
RHS=−1: (j; k)= (0; 1)
RHS= 0: (j; k)= (0; 0); (1; 1)
RHS= 1: (j; k)= (1; 0)
– MCN=4, "= i
RHS= 0 or 1: i=RHS
– MCN=5, "= i − k
RHS=−1: (i; k)= (0; 1)
RHS= 0: (i; k)= (0; 0); (1; 1)
RHS= 1: (i; k)= (1; 0)
– MCN=6, "= i + j
RHS= 0: (i; j)= (0; 0)
RHS= 1: (i; j)= (0; 1); (1; 0)
RHS= 2: (i; j)= (1; 1)
– MCN=7, "= i + j − k
RHS=−1: (i; j; k)= (0; 0; 1)
RHS= 0: (i; j; k)= (0; 0; 0); (0; 1; 1); (1; 0; 1)
RHS= 1: (i; j; k)= (0; 1; 0); (1; 0; 0); (1; 1; 1)
RHS= 2: (i; j; k)= (1; 1; 0)
Knowing the numerical values of MCN and RHS for every m∈{0; 1; : : : ; N − 1}, we
may choose from the last list, a solution which completes the triplet i; j; k, for every
m. If the list includes several solutions for some combination of MCN, RHS, then we
choose one of them at random. Making such choices for all values m∈{0; 1; : : : ; N−1}
we complete the construction of x; y; z.
4.5. Structure of the algorithm of the 6xed point generator
Based on the discussion above, we outline the structure of an algorithm that realizes
the Bxed point generator:
(i) Construct a preliminary list of possible n-values.
(ii) Choose a value of n out of the list of n-values, at random. If the list is empty
state that there is no solution and stop.
(iii) Try to construct the missing terms of Cm. In case you Bnd at least one contradic-
tion erase n from the list of n-values and go back to step (ii). If no contradiction
was found you have a feasible sequence Cm.
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(iv) Using the sequence Cm constructed, and the masks Mx, My, Mz, set values for
i; j; k for each m∈{0; 1; : : : ; N − 1}. Whenever there is more than one possibility
to choose i; j; k make a random choice. When the construction is completed return
the resulting x; y; z; Cm and stop.
5. Analysis of the signicands generator for addition
We note that if we align the signiBcands Sa, Sb, Sc according to the values of Qa,
Qb, some of the trailing bits of Sa, Sb are positioned to the right of the least signiBcant
bit of Sc and form tails:
Bxed point masks tails
Sa: 0——————————|
Sb: 0000——————————|
Sc: ——————————|
We may present to the Bxed point generator the shifted and truncated masks of Sa, Sb.
In addition we present to the Bxed point generator a carries mask MC =“0xx · · · xCp”.
Here Cp ∈{0; 1; 2} is the contribution of the tails, which is the combined eJect of carry
and of rounding.
The idea is to choose a numerical value, of 0, 1 or 2, for Cp, and then generate the
tails, on the one hand, and Sc and the left parts of Sa, Sb, on the other hand (by the
Bxed point generator).
6. Analysis of the signicands generator for subtraction
Let us denote c= <a− <b. Then, <c= round(c). We also denote the rounding error by
#= | <c − c|. In case c is rounded down we have <c + #= <a − <b or <b + (<c + #)= <a. In
case c is rounded upward we have <c − #= <a − <b or <b + <c=( <a + #). In either case
we have an exact identity which includes only one addition of non-negative numbers.
Note that the non-zero bits of # always lie to the right of the least signiBcant bit of
<c. Also, <a¿c⇒ <a¿ <c so, the non-zero bits of # lie to the right of the least signif-
icant bit of <a as well. This means that the bits of <c + # are composed of the bits
of <c and the bits of # written in sequence, one after the other. A similar thing is
true for <a + #. Describing the situation graphically, for the down rounding mode we
have,
Sb
<b: 000——————–
Sc #
<c + #: 0——————–xx
Sa
<a: ——————–000
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This enables us to construct masks from the shifted masks of Sa, Sb, Sc and present
them for solution, to the Bxed point generator. A similar treatment may be used if the
rounding mode is up. In such a case the bits of # must be added to those of <a instead
of <c. The round to nearest mode is a mixture of the down and up modes.
7. Analysis of the biased exponents generators problem
In both generators I and II we have q1 ∈{0; 1}, e3 = e1 + q1. There are then two
possible cases, e3 = e1 and e3 = e1 + 1.
7.1. Generator I
In the case e3 = e1, the common value of e1 and e3 must be compatible with both
the masks M1 and M3. If the two masks have diJerent number characters in the same
position then they are contradictory and no pair e1, e3 exists. Otherwise, it is very easy
to produce their intersection, M13. Hence we are left with the problem of producing
e2 and e3 which satisfy e3 = e2 + q2. We have masks for e2, e3 and we may construct
a mask (composed of numerical characters only) for q2. Hence the problem may be
solved by the Bxed point generator.
In the case e3 = e1+1, we note that the right hand end of the string of bits e1, must be
one of the following: 0; 01; 011; 0111; : : : ; 011 · · · 1. Since e3 = e1+1, the right hand end
of e3 must be, respectively: 1; 10; 100; 1000; : : : ; 100 · · · 0. Comparing the possible right
ends of e1, e3 with the masks M1, M3 we usually may erase some of the possibilities
and are left with a reduced list of pairs of right-hand ends. Choosing one of these
pairs, the left ends of e1, e3 must be identical. This means that the masks of e1 and e3
may be chosen to be composed of known numerical characters in the right ends and
of the intersection of the left-hand ends of M1 and M3.
Thus, every time we choose a pair of right ends of e1, e3, from the list, we are in
a position similar to the one we have in the case e1 = e3: We have masks, M2, M13,
for e2, e3 and a mask for q2 and must Bnd e2, e3 from the relation e3 = e2 + q2. This,
again, can be solved by the Bxed point generator.
7.2. Generator II
The analysis of generator II is similar to the analysis of generator I, up to the point
where we have a new mask, M13, for e3 (this applies to the case e3 = e1 as well
as to the case e3 = e1 + 1). Thus, the problem we face now is to generate q2, e2, e3
where we have masks M2, M13 for e2, e3, respectively, and we must satisfy the relation
e3 − e2¿q.
The smallest e2 which is consistent with M2 is obtained by replacing each ‘x’ in M2
by ‘0’. Denote the result by e2. The largest e3 which is consistent with M13 is obtained
by replacing each ‘x’ in M13 by a ‘1’. Denote the result <e3. There exists a solution, to
the generation problem II, if and only if <e3 − e2¿q.
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In case there exists a solution, we want to choose, at random, a pair e˜2, e˜3 for which
e˜3 − e˜2¿q, and e˜2, e˜3 are compatible with M2, M13, respectively. We describe a way
to do that below:
Erasing from M2 all of the ‘0’ and ‘1’ characters, we are left with a submask
which is composed of ‘x’ characters only. The numbers e˙2 which are compatible with
this submask, are in a natural 1–1 correspondence with the numbers e2, which are
compatible with M2. Clearly e2 is increasing as a function of e˙2 and vice versa. Similar
relations exist between e3 and e˙3 via the mask M13.
The construction of random e˜2, e˜3, which are compatible with the masks M2, M13,
respectively, and satisfy e˜3 − e˜2¿q, may go as follows (In this description, e˙2, e˙2,
<˙e2, ˙˜e2 correspond to e2, e2, <e2, e˜2, respectively, by the 1–1 correspondence, via M2,
and e˙3, <˙e3, ˙˜e3, ˙˜e3 correspond to e3, <e3, e˜3, e˜3, respectively, via M13):
(i) Compute e2, <e3 with e˙2 = 00 · · · 0, <˙e3 = 11 · · · 1, respectively.
(ii) Compute <˙e2 = max{e˙2| <e3−e2¿q} by a binary search (a bisection-like algorithm).
(iii) Choose an integer ˙˜e2 ∈ [e˙2; <˙e2], at random.
(iv) Compute ˙˜e3 = min{e˙3|e3 − e˜2¿q} by a binary search.
(v) Choose an integer ˙˜e3 ∈ [ ˙˜e3; <˙e3] at random.
Knowing ˙˜e2, ˙˜e3 we know also e˜2, e˜3. We set e2 = e˜2, e3 = e˜3. As for e1, its right end
is known and its left end may be copied from e3. Also, we may take q2 = e˜3 − e˜2.
8. Conclusions
We described an algorithm that generates &oating-point numbers <a, <b, <c which are
compatible with three corresponding arbitrary masks and satisfy <c= round( <a± <b). The
solution is general enough to be applicable to all &oating point data types and all
rounding modes, mentioned in the IEEE standard 754. Although the target data types
are &oating point data types, the main engine is a Bxed point generator. We expect
this engine to be useful in other applications as well. The complexity of the algo-
rithm is polynomial and tests indeed conBrm that it is fast: solutions are found almost
immediately for a large variety of instances.
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